iScribe Publish
Secure Review, Edit, Approve, Search, Share, & EHR Population
PRODUCT OVERVIEW
iScribe’s Publish is the core of our next generation tools and technology.
It offers the capability to streamline the creation of medical
documentation, lower costs, and increase physician productivity without
negative consequences. Capture once, publish on demand to fax, printer
PatientExchange or your EHR, PACS, or other HIE.

“The transition to HTML was easy. I
love not having to worry about changes
on my team’s or my client’s computers.”
Catherine Bishoff, President
Maryland Transcription Service

PUBLISH FEATURES
Access your patient records securely with any
Internet connected device and a browser.
Process records quickly and automatically
route to the desired location whether it’s the
EHR, printer, fax or referring physician.
Features include:


Anytime, anywhere secure access



Review, edit, digitally sign, and archive



Automatically print based on predefined
rules



Automatically fax based on queue,
approval or on demand



Securely exchange patient records with
referring physicians using
PatientExchange



Detailed reporting and management
statistics



24/7 Customer Support, Specialists and
online Scribe “Wiki” Help System

Anytime Anywhere Access

Publish User Interface Features:
Intuitive HTML editor makes it easy to interact with your
records.

Publish Benefits:






 Reduce time and cost to process referral letters
 Increase inbound physician referrals
 Improve internal communication and access

 Reduce time to process records - documents open
faster than using MS Word

Three folders – pending, inbox & archive
Review, edit and digitally sign documents
‘Google’ like search
Automatically transfer records to printer, fax, EHR and
PatientExchange

What is PatientExchange?
PatientExchange is a secure process that couples the
sharing of patient information with messaging. Replace
inefficient communication methods like email, fax, mail,
messenger with direct and secure physician- tophysician or physician-to-patient communication.
PatientExchange drives physician referrals, which lead to
increased business and improved healthcare delivery.
PatientExchange is your healthcare information
exchange that does not require expensive integrations.

PatientExchange Features & Benefits:












Securely share patient records
Secure messaging
Track user access
Integrated with Scribe or as a stand-alone solution
Create your account at http://www.patient-exchange.com
Access with Internet connection and browser – PC, Mac,
tablet, smart phone
Free iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch app from iTunes
Manage and increase physician referrals
Improve patient care

http://www.patient-exchange.com
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